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ROCK MUSIC
GROUPTO
DISBAND

THE PEOPLE BEHIND
THE SCENES

W//y loould a popular band
want to break up at the
height of it's success?
Find out on Page 11.

an important part ofGF sports... ^

SCHOOL POLICY
EXAMINED

We often don't see them but they're

Our A&E Editor examines the

ethos of our school's R-rated
movie policy. Page 7.

They're the trainers. Page 9.

The

Crescent
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1996

"The relentless pursuit of truth and excellence, in Christ.
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Welcome to George Fox University
ANDREW S. MILLER

Alan Kluge, director of Con

Editor-in-Chief, The Crescent

tinuing Education. Mark

While you've been gone
over the summer, George Fox
College has merged with West
ern Evangelical Seminary and

undergone the transformation

to George Fox University.
The union, having taken
place last July, makes for an
estimated record breaking
2,100 students attending
George Fox (which is nearly
four times the 549 students en

rolled a decade ago). Of the
roughly 1305 undergraduate
students there are 490 new

comers and the graduate pro
grams will enroll approxi
mately 270.

Of interest, even if the

merger with WES hadn't taken
place, there would have still

Weinert, associate professor of
history, will serve this year as

the first phase

the Dean of the School of Hu

process of the
University's

manities.

The newly built, as of yet

Plant Services

facilities, were

been completed. The hall,

constructed this

which houses 124 students, is

summer

a 33,000 square foot building
to the east of Wheeler Sports

of

Center and is the first new dor

north

Morse

Ath

letic Field.
The

two

$150,000 struc

mitory built in the past five
years. The $3 million building
is being financed with tax-ex
empt bonds issued by the Or
egon state government. The
bonds will be repaid over the
next 20 years by the rents of
the students living in the resi

Mail, has also

dence halls.

undergone some construction

A new $400,000 telephone
switching system has also
been installed in the basement

George Fox College. Twenty-

of Pennington Residence Hall

members and eight adminis
trators are joining the Fox com
munity.
S i g n i fi c a n t l e a d e r s h i p
changes occurred in the Stu
dent Life, Continuing Educa
tion and Deans' offices. Newly

in the relocation

unnamed, residence hall has

been a record enrollment at

eight new professors, nine staff

Tw o l a r g e
metal frames,

and the $175,000 restoration of
Woodward House into a new

h i r e d a r e E i l e e n H u l m e , Vi c e

Counseling and Wellness Cen
ter is well underway.
A $25,000 expansion of the
Pennington parking lot was
completed. The 41-space ex
pands onto what once was a
lawn directly east of the hall

president for Student Life, and

and south of the SUB.

tures cover a to

tal of 26,000

square feet.
The campus
bulletin board

system. Fox

with the addition of new
Internet services. The Fox

Mail system will continue
running, but users will not be

able to use Fox Mail to send
and receive mail via the

Internet. Instead, each person
will have a second mail box

for sending and receiving
Internet e-mail.

Editor-in-Chief. The Crescent

Eileen Hulme (pronounced
Holme) sits across her desk and
smiles. Her smile, which is

worn easily and comfortably, is
well

worn

haven't arrived yet from Texas
so she's not moved anything
into her office yet. The picture,
a memento from the offices pre
vious occupant, most likely
Shaun McNay, hangs while she
figures out where to move it to.
Hulme, George Fox

speaks with a soft
scan

ning the occa

sional tabloid in

the supermarket
check-out line.
"This is off the

The Internet, including the

initial, last name, and the suffix

cessed using any of several
programs. Netscape Naviga

"©georgefox.edu". Jake
Sample's address would be

with an emphasis in Adult Edu
cation and Human Resource

Development at the University
of Texas. Her dissertation exam

ines college student's future ori
entation and how hope effects

At this point in life

a

m

single and loving it.. .espe
cially since I have 1500 kids
instead of just 2 or 3."

laughs.

tabloids?

Having gradu
ated with a M.A.

we

get to discussing supermarket

one."

University's new vice president

of Student Life, hails from the

in Social Science from Azusa Pa

cific University and a B.S. in
Education from Baylor Univer
sity, one might be surprised to

Hanging in Hulme's office is

University of Houston where
she was employed as an in
terim associate vice president

status of Mr. Presley's body,
which lead tangentially to tab
loid scanning.

and dean of students. She is

currently working on her dis
sertation to complete a Ph.D. in

Please turn to

Apparently her belongings

Educational Administration

VP, Page 10

a picture of Elvis which then
prompted a conversation on the

learn that Hulme has been a re-

the

old

warded to your new box for at
least one year.
Mail is stored on the user's

computer, not on the server.
That means that mail won't go
away until it is deleted by the
user. However, it will take up
space on the user's hard drive.
Also, mail will be sent out and

delivered immediately. The old
"gateway" system (Fastnet) is
no longer in service.

is sponsored by the Newberg
Fred Meyer.
That means good stuff for
The Crescent and for you.
See this bear? We call it the

Bruin. If you find the Bruin
or any part of the Bruin hid
den in the advertising section
of the newspaper, and are the

your prize from Fred Meyer.
Every week, a different

prize from a different com
pany will be here, so watch

more

more motivated

Eileen Hulme,
p r o b l e m . S h e Vice President, Student Life
No

to

will be in this box, recieving

we might find is
hopeful student

addressed

Internet address will be for

tell us about it, you'll win a
$20.00 gift certicate for Fred
Meyers.
Next week, your photo

think that what
the

Mail

fi r s t t o c a l l T h e C r e s c e n t a n d

theological,
philosophical
and psychologi
cal perspective. "I

asks.

did

Where's
Bruin?

reer. The goal of the study is to

that

"jsample@georgefox.edu".

This issue of The Crescent

them later in their academic ca

will tend to be the

How

dress consists of a user's first

new mail boxes, will be ac

record, right?" she
Sure.

The new Internet mail boxes

the issue from a

Southern accent
to

pability. Eudora has more
handy mail features, but does
not allow web browsing.

which examines

S

good natured. She

admits

and it also has basic e-mail ca

build a model

and

as she hesitantly

mended by Computer Ser
vices. Netscape Navigator is
useful for "browsing" or
"surfing" the World Wide Web

have new addresses. A new ad

New VP of Student Life has 1,500 kids
ANDREW S. MILLER

tor or Eudora Lite are recom

Helpful

Advice

For

Freshman: If you're con
fused about where to look for

the bruin, the advertising
section means in the ads or
between them.

this box.

But this week, we owe a

great big thank you to the
Newberg Fred Meyers.
The extension to call is
x4103.

Find the Bruin and win

a $20.00 gift certificate
from Fred Meyers.
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^The

Crescent

MISSION STATEMENT:"T/f« mission of The Crescent is to provide a

forum characterized by integrity & excellence. We seek to use Christian ethics
to bring to light the truth, ecourage though & challenge faith.."
Andrew Miller, Edilor-in-Chicf
Kelly Irish, Assistant Editor
Dan Swayer, A & E Editor
Sarah Swanson, Sports Editor
Meredith Michel, Office Manager
Biyee Tucker, Advertising Director
Elizabeth Ford, Layout & Design Intern
Elizabeth Phares, Layout & IDcsign Editor
Christina Reagan, Page Layout
Krisline Jackson, Page Layout
Rachel Duncan, Copy Editor
Andy Linviile, Copy Editor
Ryan Zempel, Virtual Layout
Jon Webb, Staff ITiotographer
The Crescent encourages 'Letters to the Editor." Letters should be typewritten and no longer than
250 words. Letters must be signed and may be edited (or length, spelllngand clarity. TheCrescent
reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. Send letters to The Crescent, SUB Box E.

A Challenge for '96
REALFTY CHECK: HOW'S

YOUR SERVANT-HOOD?
A CHALLENEGE FOR
THE STUDENTS & FAC
ULTY OF GEORGE FOX.
All too often the residents

of George Fox University act
as though the community
ends at the campus borders.
Not many students seem to
realize that Fox is simply a

small part of a larger whole.
Every August, Newberg

opens its gates to the flood of

College: Value for your $?
K E L LY I R I S H

tax deduction and or exemp
tion. Not only for students but

Assistar)! Editor

for the families of students as

Almost everyone can agree
that the cost of higher educa
tion has skyrocketed in the last
decade, leaving many middle
class families facing tough de
cisions, and leaving lower in

well. The more people we
have that are college educated
will result in more people who
earn more money, therefore
more money to tax when they
graduate. Radical Idea here.

come families with no choices.

President Clinton claims

There are many scholarships

to have been working on just

out there, however, the an

this sort of idea, however, the

swer will not be found in free

money, because as the saying
goes, "ain't nothing in this

last four years have produced
nothing, while at the same
time many bright students

world free." The answer will

have been forced to leave col

not be found in these scholar

lege or delay their education.

ships or even in low interest

Clinton has claimed to be a

loans.

president who knows what we
need, however, all we get is
more of the same political
gridlock that is so typical of
big government. I know this

No, the answer lies in re

evaluating the quality of the
education with the cost of

education. We must find ways
to make it more affordable or

w i l l c r e a t e a d e fi c i t i n o u r b u d

we may be faced with a soci
ety of brilliant people forced
into low paying, unsatisfying
jobs. The truth is, that in
today's society, a decent pay
ing job requires at least a bach
elors degree, and for more
education and theoretically a
better job, it takes more
money. The meaning of the
saying "it takes money to
make money," is something
that most college students un

get, but what the heck, we'll
n e v e r p a y i t o ff i n o u r
grandchildrens' lifetime so
why worry about it now? Per
haps the deficit could be
made up by increasing the
taxes on college professors
and administrators... just
kidding - maybe. Seriously
now, we need to really think
about what is important to
our future. Balancing the
budget is great, but at what

derstand all too well.

c o s t s h o u l d w e s a c r i fi c e t h e

new and returning students.
Every May it bids them fare
well.

It's

time

the

Bruins repaid the city's
hospitality.
Some individuals already
give back to the community,
but more need to contribute.

It is still necessary for the rest
to get involved. Whether it is
through Girl Scouts or
AWANA's, FISH or 4-H,
Chehalem Parks and Recre

n
. r ^ T x , student
s t u d e n t who
who
Every

that Newberg is
Each person has special recognize
morl than j^ust any

involved.

talents and interests to con

tribute. Use them with the

through servanthood. Many

Students that live here
for
the majority of the year
to learn a trade and to learn
are
making their homes
about themselves. There are
here,
a good home
few better ways to do this shouldand
open
it's doors to
than through community o t h e r s .
.
students come to school both

service.

If the idea of going out to
member that Fox has many

programs already in place.

ulty or staff: to reach out, get
involved, and touch a life.

JOY (Just Older Youth). Work

So whether you are a first

serve alone is daunting, re

Get a Little Bruin. Work with
with Habitat For Humanity.

year freshman, a second year

Contact Marta Sears for more
ideas and information, ext.

use this year to make a

#2322.

community. We all must strive

sue, and dialogue promotes

SporlsEditor

to mature as people, to learn
about new ways of thinking.
They aren't to squash all those

keeping quiet. It doesn't mean

to remember that our goals are

Summer is over and school

is here. Upperclassmen, I
hope you all have recovered
from last year's spring term
finals. Freshmen, I hope
you're going to make it to this
year's spring term finals.
There's been a lot of

changes at George Fox over
the summer. For one thing,
you all know by now we are a
University (watch out for
those nasty sounding initials).

who think differently.
With the vastly different
opinions that may be repre
sented on this campus, it's
time for us as a community to
develop an attitude of toler
a n c e . To l e r a n c e t o w a r d s t h e

viewpoints of others is key, even
if they are more conservative (or
liberal) than our own. Even if

instead of saying, "You are
wrong" we need to say "That's
not what I believe. Here is what

I think and why." It means that
we need to learn to question

a seminary (WES) in addition
to our undergraduate and
graduate programs.
What exactly do these
changes represent? Growth.

back of your neck stand up and

tool for learning about the way

your jaw clamp shut; it's still

others think. It can also be a

necessary to even consider the

weapon that destroys all hope

ideas that someone else has.

We have more students at

Til admit that in the past I
haven't been extremely gener

scholarships, federal grants

and happy work force we
will have nothing. This issue
is not just about college education, but public high
schools and grade schools as

choices.

thing you disagree with, you
shouldn't speak up. It just
means that you need to respect
the other person when you dis
agree with them. It means that

even if it makes the hair on the

more world views represented

tuition or student loans as a

that if somebody says some

more students. We now have

we don't have an educated

talking about counting college

To l e r a n c e d o e s n o t m e a n

what somebody believes is di
rectly opposed to your beliefs,

ments on student loans, more

future is what we will get.
Let's hope we make the right

thought and understanding.

We have a new dorm to house

opinions have differed from

of it. What we put in to our

difference.

SARAH SWANSON

ous towards those whose

well. Life is what we make

student or a fifth year senior,

Tolerence builds Community

which means that we have

make loan payments off a
part-time, minimum wage job.
Why not allow the entire sum
that they earn to be used in
paying off those loans? I'm

A challenge is being is

sued to all George Fox resi
dents, whether student, fac

George Fox than ever before,

Most college students try to

Rather, it is a community

to popular belief, Newberg
ing benefit the community, it was here before George Fox,
fosters personal growth and it would exist without it.

future of our country?
The simple truth is that if

ect.... Or it could be simpler.

Collegetown, USA.

old, the underprivileged, and that graciously extends a
the challenged to make a dif welcome and works hard to
ference in the Newberg area. support the college. Contrary
Not only does volunteer

merous: low interest pay

The solutions are nu

at-

ation or Harvest House, get tends college here needs to

than

ever

before.

No

two

people are going to have the
same belief system, no two
people are going to have the
same political stance, no two
people are going to feel the
same way about social issues.
But we all need to figure out
some way to live together in

mine. But I've learned this

summer that regardless what
I think of others' opinions, I
still need to respect them as
human beings. And I think
this is a lesson that we all can
use once in a while. Tolerance

can go a long way in facilitat
ing dialogue between those
with different takes on an is

thoughts without attacking the
thinker.

E-mail can be a wonderful

of amiable discussion. I've seen

it used both ways, I've used it
both ways. I hope that we can

all agree this year to try to use it
as a tool to build communica

tion bridges rather than as am
munition to destroy the com
mon threads that bind us to

gether. Otherwise, we won't

have a community of people
dialoguing and learning from
each other. We'll simply have a

bunch of individuals slamming
anyone who stands in their way.

That which lurks in hidden corners. ">
ANDREW S. MILLER

".. .The Administration is..."

me the idea to run an administra

Editor-m-Chief

".. .The Administration said..."

tion bio page in this first issue of
the Crescent. I hope that by read
ing a bit about them in their own
words you might get to know

The Administration.

This seems espedally strange

Sounds evil, doesn't it? Kind
of like "Darth Vader strode down

when one actually takes the time
to spend time conversing with

the hallway while members of

members of "The Administra

The Adrrunistration' looked on."

tion."

Cold.

Over the summer I was able

Evil.

to spend time talking with several
of the people who lead our school.

The 'dark' side of the Force.

Tlie one thing which I realized

Why is it that The Adminis

over the summer is that it is not

stigma about it? I can recall sev

clump tliem together in such a

Informal.

tration" has this unpopular
eral times this past year when
people (myself included) would
say things like...
".. .1 can't believe that the ad

ministration chose to cut my finandal aid!"
".. .The Administration hates
the Crescent!"

fair to these men and women to
m a n n e r .

"The Administration" runs

from such personalities as Barry
Hubbell to Andrea Cook. From
Ed Stevens to Eileen Hulme.

From Don Millage to Dirk
Barram.. .and I could go on.

This realization is what gave

to do this next year is avoid the

term "Administration" in the

tration, we re also not going to lose

Crescent. To attempt to clas

our sense of objectivity. We are an

sify such a variety of people

into a simple generalization

im^rtant
student
body andvoice
wil strifor
ve the
to represent

/ / •

'Why is it that 'The
Administration' has
this unpopular stierna
about i r"
them a little bit better. At the same

is dangerous.

time, maybe you'll be able to fi
nally put a face to that name
which is always floating about in

content, and lAro ^^uan

conversations.

Another thing I'm going to try

©^
students to the best of our
abilihes.

Our motto is "the pursuit of

excellence, in Christ."

isinthat
will
stave ^
formeans
the truth
all we
matteis
3 Crmstian manner,

y a Christian manner we

mean that we strive to exercise

TheCr^ntwiUstriveforthe

i e.Adose second si that
tru^ m aU matters, in a Christian ^ to survv

con,ent,andwea;;n;VS

challenge the students:

spiritually.
mabonoranti<leoigeFS
^ you for
the opportunity
WhJewe'n.notanti-alniX tobeyourEditor-in-chiS.

A
n

I really enjoy writing so the

M
1

d

L

r

e

T,

w

E

1

R

newspaper seemed like the perfect

place for me to practice. Who
knows, I mightbecomea reporter

instead of teaching. Anyway, I will
be heading up the opinion and
commentary section this year. I
am also responsible for our new
section this year. It is the Feature
page and will usually deal in

the joy of rising at what is
known in Harney County as
the "butt-crack of dawn," to

of the athletes who represent

change wheel lines so that tlie
fields are prop>erly irragated. Or
for a similiarly exciting experi
ence, join the Crescent staff-we
don't get up at dawn, we just
never sleep.

this institution on the field,
court, course and track. Hope
fully, we'll cover a conference
championship or two (or three

as well.

h «

e

L I.
< 11

As the Editor-in-chief of your
student newspaper, I am excited

z

•

and looking forward to tiiis up

/

/

coming year and the challenges
it holds.

I am a junior double music and

tuba in the back row.

an injury-free, winning season.

C

George Fox University.

youH see me oom-pahhing on the

athletes and coaches. I wish you

and I hope you all have a great one

Greetings and welcome to

come to one of the band concerts

or twelve). Good luck to all Fox

depth with one topic. I'm really
looking forward to this new year

Editor-in-chief

religion/philosophy major... I
think. It varies by the week al
most). The piano is my instru
ment of choice, however, if you

years' sports page a quality sec
tion delineating the hard work

Advertising Director
Hi. My name is Bryce
Tucker; I'm the advertising di

Layout & Design Editor
My name is Elizabeth Phares,

rector at the Crescent. This is

my second year at George Fox,
I'm studying mechanical engi
neering. I'm from northeast
Oregon. I live in the middle of

Why religion/philosophy? but everyone at George Fox knows
Two words: Phil Smith. Why me as Liz, or Liz # 2 as my r ooma te a wheatfield, and the closest
is also a Liz (See the layout & de
music? Two words: Ken Willson.

OK, now that I've kissed up to sign intem.) This year I am the lay

my profs I'll tell you a bit more out & design editor for The Cres
about myself. I originate from Sa cent, designing advertisements
lem, Ore., enjoy reading, writing and Crescent pages. I am a Junior
playing/writing music, spending Communications Major. My plans
time with people, going to mov are to continue to design advertis
ies and wasting time on computer ing after I graduate.
In my spare time, when I have
games when I should be finish
spare
time, I do absolutely noth
ing term papers.
This next year at the Crescent, ing because there is no such thing.
Where can you reach me on
as George Fox's University's
FIRST student newspaper, will campus? Good questioa I am pay
truly be a year of trials, tribula ing to live in Lewis apartments,
tions, late nights, mucho coffee but I found that I actually over
and hopefully, at the end, a re night in The Crescent office. Stop
gional or national award to tack by and see me any time—^we have
JackHandey's "deep thoughts" on
on to the old resume.

town is 20 miles away. It's a
BIG town, it has a population
of 1400.

In order to accurately re
flect my reserved personality,
I'm not going to write any
more; in fact, I may erase what
I've written already!

r

E

I

A

s

Hello everybody! My name is

* A
I

Office Manager

A

n
a

Meredith Michel and I am the Of

fice Manager for The Crescent his
year. I am a junior Elementary
Education major and I hope to use
my degree to teach deaf children
after I graduate.
I am from Seattle, Washington
where I have lived for the last six

Layout&DesignStaff

years. My hobbies include swim
ming, bating, gardening read

Hi! My name is Christina
Reagan and this year I am a
Layout & Design Staffer for
the Crescent. My major is
Computer Information Sci
ence. When I graduate, I plan
to sponge off my parents, be
cause right now I have no idea

ing making crafe, activities with

what I want to do.
I am born and raised in Se

attle, in fact; I've lived in the

same house my whole life.
So, I came to George Fox be

cause it is small and I didn't

just want to be a number. This
year I am really looking for
ward to overcommitting my
self until I grind myself into
the ground: I plan to participate
in theater, the help desk, and
hold down a job off campus.

my church, and taking care of chil
dren. I have been a nanny for
many children over the last few
years and this last summer I was
caring for seven children at one
time which kept me on my toes
at all times.

I was the Editor-in-chief for my
high school yearb(X>k my seruor
year. There I was in change of run
ning the staff, enhancing communication between us and the

printer, and organizing the office.
I am exdted to be doing this kind
of work again and to be an active
player in producing the awardwinning George Fox student
newspaper. Please keep all of the
editorial staff in your prayers as
we strive to produce a quality
n e w s p a p e r.

our computers as screen savers;

We'll see.

Anyway, I guess it's time for they're really funny. But be fore
me to give you the same old line warned, we may put you to work.
which you always see in bios: "If
you have any ideas, concerns or

!■
F
>O

questions, feel free to get a hold
of me." Perhaps, to be different, I
should say "If you have any ideas,

concerns or questions, please feel
free to get a hold of my assistant
editor, Kelly Irish (who, by the
way, is single for all of you incom
ing freshman guys)."
But all joking aside, I'm really
looking forward to working with

S

I I

with many of you. Please feel free

Layout&Design Intem

for awhile or send me a note on e-

My name is Elizabeth Ford,
but everyone at George Fox

mail.

knows me as Liz, or Liz # 1 as

to drop on in and chat with me

This bio has been brought to

you by the number 5 and the
letter 21

my roomate is also a Liz. (See the
layout & design editor.) This

year I am the layout & design

K I
e

u

I I
I s

y 11

intem at The Crescent, design
ing advertisements and Cres
cent pages. An intem is less than
an editor but more than a lay
out & design staffer. (Ha Ha
Christina & Kristine!) 1 am a Jun

ior Music Education Major. My

plans are to eventually go into

Music Therapy and work with
Alzheimer patients and Autistic
children. I enjoy lots of differ
ent activities ranging from read

ing to rollerblading to riding

Assistant Editor

horses. Growing up in the small
hick town of Burns, a tiny east

ern Oregon town 130 miles from

Hello, my name is Kelly Irish the nearest mall, I had plenty of
and I am the Assistant Editor for oppourtunities to live the cow
the Crescent staff this year. I'm a

sophomore and am studying to

be a teacher one day, although,
with the state of public education

these days, it might be safer to

skydive without a parachute.

Greetings, sports fans! I'd
like to welcome you to another
exciting year in Bruin athletics.
I'm this year's Crescent
sports editor. Look for me when

you go to the various teams'

an excellent staff this next year

and (hopefully) making contact

Sports Editor

boy life. Although I grew up in
town, because my parents are

teachers, several of my closest
friends lived on ranches. Every
one should have to experience

games and meets. I'll be the one
scribbling away in a notebook.
Unless you go to a softball
game, in which case I'll be the
one wearing jersey number
eighteen.
I grew up in Califomia play
ing Softball year-round and at
tending classes when I had to.
Miraculously, I graduated from
Beyer High School in 1994.
Even more unbelievably, I've
made it to my junior year of
college. When I'm not busy
writing for the Crescent, play
ing Softball or doing the "sendthe-rainclouds-far-far-awayduring-softball-season" dance,
I'll be working on one of my
two majors— Biblical Studies
and Communication Arts, or

my minor— leadership.

While a student at Fox, I've

participated in a myriad of ac
tivities ranging from Circle K to
KFOX DJ-ing. And there's al
ways the dreaded "Matters of
Faith" conference on e-mail, to

which I'm a regular contribu
tor. If you read Foxmail at all
you'll soon become all too fa
miliar with my name.
Now on to a more serious

subject. I hope to make this

Staff Advisor
My life includes: missionary
kid—eleven years in Burundi, Af
rica, two years in northern Ari
zona; school—eight years in
boarding school, three years in
public schools in Newberg de
grees—B.A. from George Fox Col
lege, M.A. and Ph.D. from Univer
sity of Oregon; family—my par
ents pastor in northern Idaho, my
sister sells real estate in Portland,

my husband Mark teaches in
teacher education at Fox, my older
daughter Davida attends
Newberg High School, and my

younger daughter Liz attends

Renne Middle School; pets—two

dogs, Counselor Troi and Dr.
Crusher, four cats whose names

shift, four sheep, and one horse.
I'm on sabbatical in the fall of

this year, and I'm working on a
couple of research and writing
projects having to do witli Will
iam Blake. In the spring I'll be
teaching full-time in
Writing/Lit and advising the
Crescent, which I hope to do for
several years. I recently bought a
cowboy hat at Bi-Mart so I can
look more like Ed Stevens.

Layout&DesignStaff
I was born in Japan, grew
up in Hawaii, and went

through puberty in the Pacific

Northwest. Consequently, I
think it is evil to live more than

100 miles from the ocean, and
I find ways to swim in it even
when the water is only 34 de
grees in the summer. Call it

an obsession. It's one of many.

Collegiate greeting rituals
insist upon introducing myself
as a senior majoring in Com
munication Arts, although I'd
rather introduce myself as a
free-spirited, amphibious art
ist (like I said, I can't get out of
the ocean...). Oh, well. I want

to teach linguistics eventually,
but I may dabble in floristry,
travel, or professional cooking
along the way. So why am I
doing layouts for the Cres
cent? Hike what I see happen
ing to this paper this year, and
1 want the experience. Maybe
I'll dabble in journalism, too.

To Join Us Call x4103
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PA G E S

JS'/fiA-nQW
problems and projects that
"fall between the cracks"
those that cross over several

areas, those that are "urgent"
or "crucial," those that are re

lated to University/commu
nity relationships.
How did I get into this role?

By accident. I am proof of the
value of a liberal arts educa

tion at George Fox. My major
was biology; I thought I might
go into science teaching at the

ED STEVENS

aid and the annual fund, en

dowment and capital/build
ing projects. My office staff is
composed of seven full or

C PA f o r P r i c e Wa t e r h o u s e &

Co. in Portland, Oregon; San

tian education at the Univer

Francisco, California; and

sity and asking people to fi
nancially support the needs of

New York City.
I was married for 38 years
to Virginia Peters (1954 GFC
grad) prior to her death in

the students and school.

EILEEN

and radio reporter. That led to
an invitation to join the
George Fox staff when the
Development Office was cre
ated and a person in public

4

tor of College Relations, which
also includes special events
and off campus public rela
tions. Now I supervise per

church, I did not accept Christ
until I was a 29-year-old col

sons who have those direct re

lege basketball coach. I earlier

had been an assistant coach at

sponsibilities.

the University of Nebraska
where 1 earned my M.A. Linda

one who ties the future to the

I'm sometimes seen as the

"continuity" person - some

and I had been married seven

past, as the "quality control"
person who says a project
meets George Fox's standards,
as the person of first - or last resort when help is needed.

years when we came to know
the Lord, and it transformed

our marriage as it changed the
direction of our lives. Linda
and I met at Nebraska

graduates. I left college coach

ing for corporate management

two

married

has been exciting to see the
Lord work in our lives and in

the life of the college in the last
13 years.

President

for

Enrollment Services
I grew up on a cattle ranch
in Eastern Oregon where it
was much easier to find places
to ride horses than to ride a

bicycle. I accepted Christ as
my Savior when I was a young

child and have been nurtured

in my spiritual growth by a
Christian family and support
ive church.

for six years, I accepted a po

1
D AV E
Vice

ther (and now a grandfather).
We were called to George
the University of Minnesota. It

Vice

COOK

a financial aid administrator,

lege president but to be a fa

Fox College in 1983, the same
year I completed my Ph.D. at

ANDREA

west Nazarene College and
completed a Bachelor of Arts
degree in elementary education.
After working at Judson, as

daughters, both George Fox
graduates. Camille Lynne, age
10 months is our only grand
child. I have always felt God's
highest calling is not to be a
minister, missionary, or a col

sition in the Financial Aid Of

ADRIAN
Presidenl

for

Deveiopmeni
I graduated from George
Fox in 1980 with a B.A. in

Christian Ministries. My wife
Pat, an elementary school
teacher, and I have two chil

dren, Jonathan (age 6) and Jes
sica (age 3).
I have been a George Fox

employee in the development
office since the fall of 1980. As

vice president for Develop
ment, I am responsible for
overseeing all fund raising in
support of the University -

Yo r k .

Life.

Judson I transferred to North

at the age of 31 and came back
to college administration at
age 35.
have

Vice President for Student

I attended Judson Baptist
College where I earned an As
sociate of Arts degree. From

Wesleyan University as under

1956 and am a licensed CPA in

will be serving as your new Oregon, California and New

information, then publica

While I was raised in the

We

name is Eileen Hulme and 1

tions, then was named Direc

younger brother was in the
eighth grade.

Garden is named in her

memory.) We have three chil
Welcome back! As you ar dren and I now also enjoy
rived I'm sure you have no three grandchildren.
I graduated from the Uni
ticed a variety of new faces as
well as a new residence hall. I versity of Oregon with a BA in
am one of those new faces. My B u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n i n

graduating class (1959) My
dad was a teacher/coach but
was needed. Sev
his real passion was raising information
eral years later I added sports
outside the home until my

1992. (The Memorial Rose

Student Life

ued to work as a newspaper

horses. My mom did not work

HULME

Vice President of

while a student) and contin

a town of about 1,000 people.
I had 22 in my high school

change in responsibilities or
pay. I previously worked as a

vision, and value of a Chris

cations (I was L'Ami editor
and worked with the Crescent

ment - because I did grow up
in Upton, Wyoming. Upton is

Affairs in 1985 - but with no

support staff.
I enjoy sharing the mission,

lowed my "hobby" of publi

Growmg Up in Uptozvn is the
title of a book I plan to write
someday - probably in retire

Vice President for Financial

part-time fund raisers and two

college level. Instead, I fol

President

I joined the George Fox staff
January 2, 1972 as business
manager. My title changed to

raising funds in scholarship

fice at the University of Or
egon in 1983. During my four
years there 1 enrolled in a
master's degree program in
Educational Policy and Man
agement with an emphasis in
Higher Education Administra
tion. I completed the Master of
Science degree in 1987, six
months after accepting a posi

I a m a n a t i v e Te x a n b u t
moved to the Northwest as

fast as I could (we don't move
too fast in the South). I gradu
ated with my B.S. from Baylor
University (the other Christian
"dancing" school) and I re
ceived my MA from Azusa
Pacific University.
I am the youngest of five. I
have four older brothers, four

teen nephews and one niece.
My family all still live in the
South; however, most of my

Vice

across the country so I have a

Presidenl

Academic Affairs

quent flyer points.
For the last twelve years, it
has been my heart felt desire

My name is Dirk Barram,
and I am Vice President for
Academic Affairs. I have ul

timate responsibility for the
academic
programs and fac
worthy of God's calling. I de
sire to see you succeed aca ulty at George Fox. I am in
demically, form lasting rela my eleventh year with the
tionships, and grow in your U n i v e r s i t y. I r e s i d e i n
walk with the Lord.
Newberg with my wife,
My door will always be Nancy, and our two children,
Jeffrey age 12 and Anna age 8.
open to you.
I graduated from Gordon
College in Massachusetts
with a degree in History;
from Kent State University in
to serve students in a manner

Kent, Ohio with a masters in
Student Personnel Adminis

tration; and earned my Ph.D.
in College and University
Administration from Michi

gan State University.
As time permits I do some

teaching in the undergradu

ate Business and Economics

MILEAGE

Department at George Fox.
Prior to coming to George

Vi c e P r e s i d e n l f o r F i n a n

Fox I worked at HewlettPackard in the San Francisco

c i a l A ff a i r s / T Ye a s u r e r

Bay area.

DON

Newberg Les Schwab Tire Center
,1 See us for all your automotive needs

[fMiis
schwabJI
yy^C=r?
HON.

BARRY HUBBELL
Executive Assistcint to
the President

Although my title is Execu
tive Assistant to the President,
if I were in the White House it r
would be Chief of Staff. How

Sitka

Street

Tires ❖ Wheels ❖ Batteries ❖ Brakes ❖ Shocks ❖ Alignments

ever, a better (and more de

I

of Stuff." I'm the "utility m-

n

scriptive) title might be Chief
fielder" administrator on

1100 Sprinkbrook Rd

campus, the one whhout a
specific VP title and desig
nated area, the one who -

RENT

along with the President - has

GET ONE FREE

the overall University outlook
fnot that the other Cabinet
members don't share this con

cern!) I frequently deal with

ONE

(of equal or lesser value)
I

ALL HAIR CUTS
CHILDREN WELCOME
APPOINTMENTS

538-9692

RAZOR CUTTING
B E A R D T R I M & S H AV E

DON'S

ENCOURAGED

BARBER

&

STYLING

715 E.Hancock

538-0441

a

8

J

for

corner on the market on fre

for the adult degree comple
tion program at George Fox
College. I began serving as the
Services in September of 1993.
I am currently a doctoral
student at the University of
Oregon.

BARRAM

close friends are scattered

tion as director of admissions

Vice President for Enrollment

DIRK

Newberg, ORE.
T U B S . T h r u F R I . 8 A . M . T O 5 P. M .

SATURDAYS 8 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

♦ We need your head to run our business ♦

t h e

PA G E 6

linda ThooJpson
DinecwR of Cttaduare
STudem SeKVices

, graduated - 1987 from We^em
Evangelical Seminary with an M.A.

Cnaig Taylon

DmecjoK of Arhierics
I am the Director of Athletics here

Health and Human Performance.

I received my B.A. at George Fox
University and my M.Ed, at Linfield
College.
I am starting my 21st year at
George Fox and have served in the
following capacities during my time
Resident

Director

Gnegq Laojo)

Heahh and Counselun^

Campus VasTon

counsflor at a Christian counseling

ScRvice DineaoR

at GFU and an Associate Professor of

here:

Bill Buhnow

For the past three years I have been
Since graduation I have also been a
the Director of Student Services.

of

Pennington Hall, Assistant Men's

Basketball Coach, Head Baseball
Coach, Head Softball Coach, Head
Women's Basketball Coach, Director
of Athletics and Associate Professor
of Health and Human Performance.

My wife Kathy is an elementary
P.E. Specialist in McMinnville School
District 40 and we have three chil

dren: a daughter Leah, 22 ( a 1996
graduate of GFC), a daughter, Bree,
who is 17, and son, Casey, who is 6.

I am a 1980 graduate of George
Dr. Bill Buhrow is a psychologisband Fox College with a degree in

directs the Health and Counseling Service.

He is entering his third year in this posi
tion at the University.
For emotional, relationship and other

personal problems. Dr. Buhrow and his
staff of four graduate practicum students
are available for individual, marriage and
family counseling.
Dr. Bill Buhrow was born in New Jersey

and grew up in Cleveland, OH. He gradu
ated with a B.A. in psychology from

Cedarville College in southem Ofdo and
with a M.A. from Dallas Theological Semi

nary in Dallas, TX. He then spent five years
as a youth pastor in Connecticut before
moving to Oregon to complete his Psy.D.
at GFU. While completing his degree, his
wife. Donna, was the RD in Pennington
where they lived for five years. Dr. Buhrow
and his wife live in Newberg with their

daughter Morgan (21 months old) and their
cat named "kitty".

Fun facts about Dr. Buhrow include that

he was a swimming instructor/life guard
for 12 years beginning in the fifth grade,
plays basketball, lived in dorms for ten
years, played bass guitar in a band in col
lege, has been on 6 short term mission trips,
spent two months traveling through Eu
rope with a backpack and a rail pass, went
to Australia, he sings, attends Newsong
Church in Portland, and his uncle is Wes

Craven who wrote and directed Nightmare
on Elm Street.

Christian Ministries. My lovely

wife, Teresa, graduated in 1978

with a degree in Biology.
We were married on August 20,
1982 and have three children:

Ryan, age 12, Jesse, age 10, and
Ian, age 7.

In 1984 I graduated from WES

with a Master of Divinity degree

center and have had a private prac-

'""lulv 1. I became the Director of
Graduate Student Services for the

sphtm
' y tm
i e between the Port

land and Newberg campuses. This
vear a lot of my time will be spent

Lsessing needs and working toward
ways of addressing those needs with
workable solutions.

I really enjoy working with the

and Teresa graduated from OHSU

in 1980 with a degree in Medical

students and helping to make the
educational process meaningful and

Technology.

enjoyable.

From 1980-1984 I worked at
Reedwood Friends Church in Port

land while attending WES and from
1984-1991 I pastured at Klamath
Falls Friends Church in Klamath

Falls, OR. I've been the campus

pastor here at Fox since 1991.
Our family loves to read, hike,
go to the beach, garden, watch old
movies and wrestle/walk with

our 2 year old Airedale Terrier,
Sophie. We are also very active at

Newberg Friends Church.

The

Crescent

owes

a big thank you to:
Newberg Fred Me>'cr

Bruin Compuier Supporl Cenier
Anlia Cirilus
John

Craig
Barry
Sall>'
Gary

Fortenme>'er

Johnson & Dave Votaw
Hubbcll
Anderson
Wa d l o w

Rebecca

Mamfeldt

Buy a Crescent Classified.
They're $3.50 for faculty, staff &
students. Sell stuff. Help wanteds.

Personals. Just buy it.

Bonnie Jenke
DiRecTOK Of CaneeK Semces
I am the Director of Career Ser

vices and am beginning my 17th year
at GFU.

Fiest

I previously served as a Resident
Director in Edwards Hall for 6 years
and prior to that did work in Migrant

ells Fargo

Education, Christian Education and
Adolescent Treatment.

I am a graduate of Montana State
University and Western Evangelical
Seminary.
Leslie Dotson is the Assistant Di

rector holding MHR and MBA de
grees from GFU. She has worked in
Student Life here for 8 years and has
past experience as a student leader in
Washington colleges.

AlexPia
Dmeaon Of ImennaTwnal
Srudenr Semces

In addition to being the Director of
International Student Services, I also

ext. 2332) has resources and program
ming related to career planning, ca
reer education and seeking employ
ment. Our goal is to enable and equip

am an assistant professor of English
as a Second Language.
I help international students with
visa information, help them interpret
various forms and paperwork and
plan and organize student activities.
I've been busy lately planning in

students in the career decision mak

ternational student orientation and

ing process using biblical, self, edu

answering the plethora of questions
they have about the whole process.
In addition to this, 1 also organize
Bible studies in native languages, the

Career Services ( Wood-Mar 101,

cational and world of work informa

tion. This hopefully will result in a
graduate who can successfully ma
neuver his/her way in the market

place as it constantly changes.

We offer 2 career classes. Job
Hunter's workshops, a career re
source library, internship assistance,
computerized career guidance, net
working opportunities, resume and
interviewing assistance, electronic

job listings and graduate school in

formation. Some of our special events
include the OLAPC Jobs Fair, Career

Info Week, Oregon Graduate School
Fair and the Degrees At Work career
dinners.

Interstate

international multicultural week each

spring, match students up with an
American family to know off campus
and work as an advisor to help stu
dents plan their academic career.
At home my wife and I have three
children: two boys (Alesundro, age
six, and Joseph, age 4) and one girl
(Irena, who is 10 months old and was

adopted from China).
I've worked at Fox for the past six
years, first as an instructor for the ESL
program and then I was promoted to
my current position.
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What's the matter with Kids" today?
DAN SAWYER

to 20 years of age, "Kids" is a dis-

ASE Editor. The Crescent

Last year two controversial
movies were released into die cin

^bi
gly accurate
thenmodem
urban portrayal
teenage culof
ture. The film opens with two

emas. One, by far the most popu

teenagers. Telly and an unnamed

claimed raundiy sex-fest about a
Las Vegas showgirl. The movie
was only the third movie ever to

wear. Telly is attempting to talk
the shy virgin into

lar, was "Showgirls," a self-pro

merit an NC-17 rating (the first
two being "The Cook, The Thief,
His Wife, and Her Lover" and
"Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer") and carried on in the tra

dition of its predecessors: reput

edly sub-standard films that

show too much and say too little.

The other, released last July,
was a "day in the life" film about
teenagers in New York's inner

ing only one sexual encounter one
year before, with Telly. Kelly is
Jenny's friend who has had nine
lovers in two years, and has no
diseases or pregnandes.
"Kids" has a disturbing effect

prepubescent girl, embracing in
bed, wearing only their under of cutting away from all emotion

until the final credits roll. The

having sex with

him. After a brief

the best drugs and sex in the
neighborhood is difficult at best.
After the film is over, it takes sev
eral hours to recover from and

mend "Kids". It lends a factual

several days to process.
That being said, it is also an incredibly important movie that
should be required viewing for all
parents and parents to
be. What is portrayed

world of the American teenager.

on the screen, all

problem is to open its eyes and

session of convinc

and the opening
credits roll. When

cuts to the stoop of
apartment

house. Telly bursts

to contribute to the solution of a

What is more disturb

eyes.

have been just as con
vincing had it taken
place in a Portland sub
urb, or any other town,
small or big, in this
country. What "Kids"

done, the camera

For parents or youth leaders, it is
a perspective that cannot realisti
cally be done without. The only
way for the Christian community
face the problem head-on. I guar
antee you, "Kids" will open your

ing this movie could

the title sequence is

and realistic perspective on the

a worstose scenario.

though bad, is far from

ing, she acquiesces,

an

For all who can stomach its

content, I would higlily recom

Content-wise, "Kids" de
served little more than an R rat

ing. The language is explicit, gra

tuitous, and offensive, but there is

no nudity, very little violence, and
all of the sex is implicit. Had the
movie been about college-stu
dents instead of High School stu

dty. V^en the MPAA evaluated

out of the door and
exclaims to his

was or what could be,
it is what IS. For those,

dents it would never have been

rating on it without even a sec

waiting friend that
he's done it, and
proceeds on to

like myself, who grew
up in an environment
surrounded by dmgs,
sex, and violence it pro

The difference is that very few of

the film, they slapped an NC-17
ond viewing (it is customary to
view a movie at least twice be

fore giving it a rating). The pro
ducers, believing that the film
was too importcint to be limited
by the restrictions of the NC-17

rating, added five seconds of foot
age and let it be released unra ted.
The movie, which has recently
been released on video, is simply
called "Kids".

Written by an 18 year old and

acted by a cast of actors from 10

graphic descrip
tion.

The cast of char

presents is not what

M

acters is simple:

Telly, the sixteen year-old sexual
adciict whose favorite pastime is
deflowering virgins. Casper,

viewer feels nothing in connec
tion with what he is viewing he
can't afford to. Had the movie

Telly's best friend, is an alcoholic,

been made in any style other than
that of a quasi-documentary, it

philanthropist. Jenny is one of
Telly's past conquests who dis

would have been unwatchable.

a violent ruffian, a rapist, and a

covers that she has HIV, after ha v-

Watching ten year old boys share

a joint and talk about how to find

is the true story of one man
who dared to fight against

ASE Editor. The Crescent

the extermination of the Jews

I wonder how many col

leges/universities in this

country don't believe their
students, who are, for the

most part, over 18, have the

in Nazi Germany and saved
the lives of a thousand.

Braveheart is the story of a
m a n o f f a i t h w h o fi g h t s

atrocity and wins freedom

maturity to make their own

for his nation at the cost of

for example, has a policy that

Walking is an inspiring true

entertainment decisions. Fox,

prohibits, under possible
penalty of expulsion, the pos
session or viewing of R-rated

his own life. Dead Man

story about a nun who does
what is right in the eyes of
God, even though it is dis

movies on campus, except

tasteful to her. Excalibur is a

then only for a class).

that emphasizes how one

under adult supervision (and

retelling of the Arthur legend

The wisdom of this policy
demonstrates itself particu

man's sin brought about the

larly well in only one area:

about a monk who risks his
life for the truth, and fights

the fact that said wisdom

does not exist. I have heard

many arguments defending

this policy, such as: "This is

a Christian school, anci it
wouldn't be right to bring
that sort of stuff into a Chris
tian environment."

This argument is a load or

garbage. While there is a tair
amount of trash out on film,

downfall of a nation. And
Name of the Rose is a story

the corrupt Medieval Church

ined closely. Contrary to

popular opinion, film is not
the defining influence in life.
As much influence seeps into
the brain from plays, radio,
friends, and books as does

from film, but I have yet to
see a Christian with serious

moral questions about
whether we should read any

thing written by a non-Chris
tian.

God made us adult human

beings, capable of value
judgment and spiritual dis
cernment. It is foolhardy to

allow a rating system, which
was designed solely as a
loose guide for parents with
young children (yes, I can
back this up with historical
data), to dictate our enter
tainment values. That, in it

todays adults want to believe that

"Idds" can be as troubled and cor-

mpted as they are portrayed in
vides perspective that this film. Until this society ac
cannot be gained through hind knowledges tlie stark realities of
sight. For those who have not, it life in this country the problem
brings the societal problems will only worsen, and we as a so
down to a practical level. It opens ciety will be left asking the ques
the eyes and gives a stark picture tion Casper asks at die end of
of reality in the world outside "Kids" when he wakes up after a
(and sometimes inside) of a snug
Christian community.

R-rated movies: Campus Policy Examined
DAN SAWYER

considered for the NC-17 rating.

drug-induced stupor:

"My God, what happened?"

N e a r b y

avoiding the rougher aspects

T h e a t e r s

sible in this world. The road
to sanctification does not lie

Broadway Metroplex

of humanity is remotely pos

in avoiding garbage and liv
ing a pristine life, it lies in
facing pain in the world and
dealing with it by a set of
principals (not rules) set
forth in scripture. I'll get
down off my soap box now

and get to the point. I find
Fox's movie policy useless
and insulting, as an adult, I

248-6960
Cameo
538-4479
Cinema 21
223-4515
Clackamas Cinemas
248-6985
KOIN Center

should be able to discern

243-3515

right from wrong, and if I

Lloyd Mall Theatres

haven't learned by now I

probably never will.

What matters in TV and
movies is the message, not
the surface content. Each

movie I have listed is very
violent, most contain bad

335-3756
Mack Theater
434-5818
Mall 205 Theatres
248-6978

M c M i n n v i l l e Tr i - P l e x

that wishes to cover it "p.

self, defeats the argument
that Christians should not be

language, and all contain
sex/nudity. But these things

film that examines the nature
of humanity and its relation

"of" a secular society; in the
effort to avoid a small por

sometimes to make) the point

Theater

of the film. That is not sinful,

625-6887

Blade Runner is a very dark

ship (or lack thereof) with

*"°Another argument I've

there are many high quality
R-rated films that are down

right sympathetic to Chn

tianity^d/or spiritually en

couraging. Schindler s

heard quite a few ^esg^s
something like this. We
shouldn't allow questionable
films to pollute our minds.

However, this argument falls

flat on its face when exam-

538-6112

their moral standards to be

Bible has sex, violence, and

bad language, but we read it

Sherwood Robinhood

Tigard Cinemas
248-6973
Tw i n C i n e m a s

secular society.

because it speaks to our
hearts in an ultimately posi

Even though it seems pos
sible sometimes, it is totally
unrealistic to believe that

tive way. A well made movie,
although not God's word,

Washington Square

can do the same.

dictated by the mores of

minor inj
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Women on a Mission
SARAH SWANSON
Sports Editor. The Crescent
Fall is here and that means soc

cer season is on. After finishing
fifth in the conference iastyear, the
George Fox women's soccer team
has regrouped and plans to come
out attacking in 1996.
The team looks solid. Eleven

experience goalkeeping at the col
lege level. Iverson and Penny
Hensen, a transfer student who

also plays keeper, will be replac
ing Nancy Propp.

Other starters who finished

their athletic careers last year in
clude Amy Mass and Gigi
Bonera. Christy Gross, a key de

players from the 1995 team are
back for this year, including team
captain Lisel Goertzen, a senior

fensive player, is red-shirting this
year due to a severe hip flexor in
jury. Her determination and ag

all-region team last year. Also re

tion her leadership, vdll be missed

turning are three juniors, Staci
Morris, Kara Erik^n, and Beth

There is a new addition to the

who was elected a member of the

Kahut, all of whom have proven
to be strong forces for the team.
In addition, the Bruins have six

gressive playing style, not to men
this season.

more aggressive. "When it
comes down to overtime, 1 tend

to want the team to go all out

for the goal," says Goertzen.
"I'd rather lose a game know
ing we tried to win than tie it
because we weren't as aggres
sive."

And it looks like the Bruins

will have many opportunities to

work on being aggressive this
year. They play in what Shenk
feels is probably the toughest
NCAA division three confer

ence of all. The top five teams
in the conference are neck-and-

women's soccer coaching staff

neck in terms of skills and play

this year. Nick Goertzen, a 1991
Oregon State graduate and

ing ability. Willamette, last
year's conference champions,
lost just two of its starting play
ers to graduation, so it looks to

new freshmen and two transfer

brother of Lisel Goertzen, is the

students on this year's squad.
Head Coach Byron Shenk is con

new assistant coach. Goertzen

spent three years as an assistant

be a challenging team.

soccer coach at Canby High
School in Canby, Oregon, and

Whitwordi, Whitman and Pa

has acted as a women's basket

P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n h a s a n e w

hard." Shenk feels his squad is
well-balanced, with an aggres

ball coach as well. According
to Shenk, Goertzen brings much

be a hard team to face.

Bruins. They wil face two tough

sive offense, a solid defense and

enthusiasm as well as an em

midfielders who are strong in

phasis on fundamental skills to

The high-caliber competition
does not worry Shenk, how

State and San Francisco State

fident in his team's abilities. "We

haveenthusiasm... and a group of

people that are willing to work

both areas.

Sarah Iverson, a sophomore

the coaching staff. "I see it as a
co-coach relationship, really,"

cific also will be tough teams.

coach this year, and it too will

ever. He asserts, "We tend to

play our best soccer against our

best opponents. We meet the

from Puyallup Washington, will
be a strong goalkeeper for the

says Shenk. The two coaches
have many similarities in phi

challenge of tough competi

team, says Shenk. Last year,
Iverson started four games and

losophies, but where Shenk

tion."

tends to be more conservative

Conference play isn't going

has logged almost500minutes of in his game plan Goertzen is to be the only difficit play for the

Sophomore Kyla Yokers chases the ball at practice
Division n sdiools, Humboldt
Universities, both California

schools, in the preseason when
they play in the Humboldt tour

nament. And Wednesday they

played Central Washington
University, another tough

Division II school, as their

season kick-off.

All in all, Shenk is confident that

his team will do well. He feels that

they are strong, fast, and competi

tive and that the team is already

shaping up to be a cohesive fight
ing force. Goertzen, too, has faith

in his team. "I think we're going to

be competitive and we're going to
surprise some people."

Bruin Volleyball Takes Off

SARAH SWANSON

Sports Editor, The Crescent

Consistency is the key to

good volleyball. Without it,
even teams with the most out

volleyball team has no se
niors returning this year. The
majority of the team are

sophomores, though there
are four juniors (including

standing athletes won't win. co-captains Carrie Guyer and
The problem with consistency Janette Monckton) and three
is that it's difficult to cultivate.

Steve Grant, the George Fox

freshmen.

In addition to having a full

women's volleyball coach, varsity team. Grant plans to
says, "Consistency is one of have a junior varsity squad.
the most elusive aspects of Carrie Wine will be the J V asvolleyball... but we will be re s i s t a n t c o a c h , a n d M i k e
ally competitive this year if we McConoughey will continue
c a n fi n d i t . "

Grant is entering his fif
teenth season as head coach of

to serve as the assistant var

sity coach.
With such a young team,

the volleyball team, making and the graduation of Joanna
him a fairly experienced head Lofgren, all-time kills-percoach. His team, however, is
game leader at GF; Michelle

Sophomore Jennifer Renny sets up Julie Puckett for the
spike. The women's Volleyball team has their first match
Saturday at 2 PM.

not going to be one of the more Nelsen, a powerful offensive
experienced teams in the player; and Kristi Filley, a
league. The varsity women's back row specialist, this year

Men's Soccer Team In Good Shape
SARAH JOHNSON
Staff Writer. The Crescent

Mens varsity soccer kicks off

competition Saturday, September

7, with a trip down to &uthem
California, and will find non-con

ference opposition in UC San Di
ego and California Lutheran Uni
versity. Preseason has been rigor
ous, but according to head coach
Manfted Tschan the squad in gen
eral has come back in very good
shape, and has been ready and
willing to work hard.
This new season has again
meant heavy losses, with four se
niors graduating. Ian Reschke,
Mike Nadeau and Phil Nelson

were the front trio and leading
scorers last season, and will be

Pearson of Sunriver OR. In competition

Davis, Angie Powell and Sharon
Barnett), the volleyball team
should contend in the confer
e n c e .

In addition, the team is strong
offensively, and should be a
powerful force if the outside hit

ters stay healthy. Not only that,
but the offense is surprisingly
versatile with many strong hit
ters.

As for the defense. Grant feels

that with the help of defensive

specialists Monckton, Coby Van
der Meer and Rachel Evans, this
year's defense will be even

stronger than the virtually im
penetrable defense of last year's
t e a m .

Grant shies away from mak
ing too many comparisons to

cess is based on comparing us

All five are expected to see play- Coach Tschan
ing time as the season expects the
progresses. youthful enThe returning sophamrwriuie'-prmess. \

for us psychologically to expect

with any teams of the past," he
says. It would be dangerous

KrisSorensonoutofBothellWA. cal maturity.

a team of mostly freshmen and

sophomores to be comparable to
a team of seniors."

will be key to the Bruinhis, 1 also organize
mance and results this s«ative languages, the

Though Grant won't set his

^am
to compete against past
George Fox squads, he doesn't
have rnuch choice in the age and

particular. Wade Flemilticultural week each
Turpen, Tommy Kolodudents up with an
Curtis Selby. to know off campus
Coach Tschan poinladvisor to help stuhigh degree of control academic career,
that the 1996 squad hawife and I have three
Bruins strength. With t!>ys (Alesundro, age

should play a more coage 4) and one girl
passing game: in the coimonths old and was

freshman havebeen added to the

back. Justin Rivard is thenstructor for the ESL

Roseburg OR, Aaron EUing of
Lander Wyoming, John Suehisa

tential freshmen starters (Beth

midfield Andy Harper of as well as a
Lyrmwood WA and in defense lack of physi-

mould. The relative youiiina).
team may however be A Fox for the past six

roster. Forwards Allen Bullock of

Fox is still in the running. Un
der the leadership of Guyer and
Monckton, and with three po

teams of yesteryear, however. "I
don't want us to think our suc

of Wahiawa Hawaii and Jared college level

sorely missed. Steve Sterhan will

be lost in defense. However five

definitely looks to be a building
year for Bruins Volleyball. But

nior on the squad and tn I was promoted to
only three juniors. There ion.
haps be a lack of expei

experience of his opponents.

Ihe teams from the University

Coach Tschan expects

of Puget Sound and Willamette
are probably going to be the

rs to represent their

most difficult opponents in the

University in a many of its name, both on
e m competition,
ically, the aim for this
,I is a place in the NQC
i^owever, with work

league. Challenges will also be

"ation there is no tell-

:an be achieved.

posed by Linfield and Pacific.

Basically," Grant says, "any

team with an older, returning
group will be tough." But don't

count Fox out. "Our strength
remains where it has always

been... We'l be in among them."
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Sports Talk
with

Mike

& Jory

Pre-Season Predictions: The Truth Revealed
are MANFRED TSCHAN

C-V ratio for quite some time.

TIMOTHEOS

Hakeem added an H to his
name, won two consecutive

TSOHANTARIDIS. Wow!!!
Manfred has 10 consonants
andBvowelsinhisname! Tim

is sporting 13 consonants and

9 vowels. Add these together

MIKE SMOLKO & JORY SMITH

and you get 23 consonants and
12 vowels!!! Incredible. This
obviously means a successful
season. "Strength, quickness,

Staff Columnists, Tfie Crescent

skils, and speed are all really

Many people put a lot of stock

into the unanswered questions of

tlie preseason: offseason training,

veteran leadership, new recruits,

team chemistry, etc. To start out

all teams look good on paper.

Every team seems to have a shot

at the championship. The impos

important, but don't mean

anything compared to the CV ratio," Justin Rivard, senior.

On a side note, we aren't quite

sure what to make of Manfred

being from Switzerland (a neu
tral country) and Tim being

from Greece (a more aggres

ing question of how these vari

sive nation). V\^ this have an
impact on the chemis

coming season looms in the back
of everyone's mind.

w a y. . .

ables are going to affect the up
Not to discredit any of these

fectors, but there is one variable

toughness, C-V ratios, Pat

pensate. Are you starting to get

Manfred's mustache, Curtis

V ratio). The C-V ratio is a suc

Marciulionis (10 con

cess-determining factor which
can directly predict the outcome

sonants, 9 vowels) be

of a season. To derive the C-V ra

Detlef Schrempf-

the picture???
You may be curious about

and still doesn't know a lick of

English. Mike could care less
because Hakeem isn't a Sonic.

women's soccer? Well, we are cer-

Jory thinks Mike has a staff

tain that under coach Byron

But back on the homeftont,

some of you naysayers still
may be skeptical about the C-

rumor is that his middle name is

something like Arvydas. We

t h e l a s t n a m e Ts c h a n . S o m e

may say, "what about CPU's
cross country coach, Wes Cook
(4 consonants 3 vowels)? The

guy has a 50/50 split in his last
name and he's had enormous

success. What are you guys,
idiots?" Well, no. We are

L to R: Jory, Mustache, Manfred, & Mike

Holy Smokes! That soccer coach is TALL!
ness is consistent this year with
our girls. For example, Beth Kahut
(junior; 6 consonants 3 vowels) ac
cidentally kicked two different
fteshman recrui ts in the same day
(one in the jaw which required

culate the ratio ofconsonants to

been a key to much of

vowels. think that a study fo

the Sonics success. Af

cusing on the consonant-vowel

ter losing Sarunas's 10

hope this article has been espe
cially informative to you. It prob
ably hasn't. Maybe you're not af-

fec^atall. Perhapsyour life will

notdrasticallychange. But,ifyou
can take one thing from this ar

four stitches, and the other in the

ticle, leave with this: be careful
around

ratio could prove crucial to a

consonants, the Sonics

leg which resulted in a lotof swell
ing). The girl kicked in the jaw
was playing in goal and still made
the save! (Tough, huh)? The only
words we could get out of Beth

Bruin's run to a district title"

haven't been the same.

were "The new recruits are

Shaun McNay (Dean of

Jory thinks that
Hakeem Olajuwon(of "I think that a study focusing on the

TOUGH. Boy, you guys are

the Houstan Rockets) consonant-vowel ratio could prove crucial to
has known about the ^ Bruin's run to a district title." Shaun McNay

haircut."

for example. The coaches'names

sonants 4 vowels) low C-V ratio
is cause for some concern, but the

V ratio. Not all coaches have

Sarunas Marciulionis

tandem (21 conso
nants, 12 vowels) had

Ta k e o u r m e n ' s s o c c e r t e a m ,

Selby, the blind line-judges, etc.,
it all spells success this year for
the Bmin's. Pat Bailey's (5 con

Shenk (8 consonants 2 vowels)
that they will be successful also.
Other than the C-V ratio, tough-

infection.

ing traded. The

coaches and players and then cal

Students).

Bailey's cowboy . boots,

Here is another ex

the consonant-vowel ratio (or C-

to do is look at the names of

phenated middle name full of
ph's, silent Q's, and Z's to com

ample of the C-V ratio

We would like to introduce you
(the George Fox community) to

tio, all the average sports fan has

that whatever factors you look at,

try of the team? Any

hard at work. Mike
thinks that the reason
the Sonics lost to the
Bulls in the NBA finals
had to dowith Sarunas

that most people are unaware of.

titles along with MVP honors,

pretty certain that he has a hy

weird! And Mike, I like ffiat new

What we are trying to say is

Beth

cafeteria.
Next week

Kahut
look

in

the

forward

to some extensive GFU vol

leyball coverage from your
own, Mike and Jory. We'll
go behind the scenes and
take a look at what really is
happening at volleyball
practice.

Athletic Trainers: The Unsung Heros
SARAH

SWANSON

Sports Editor, The Crescent

student Tran
i er Robn
i Ross wraps <
l ^on Peter Carmack s quad.

Pyptfi. tfic Editof***
Welcome back athletes,
coaches and fans.

This year promises to be an

exciting one for Bruin athletics.
Our fall sport athletes have

been back practicing for a

that, I urge you to watch a few
matches of every sport. All the
athletes have trained hard to

get here, and It means a lot to

in daily doubles (two

a day) or even triples (three)

Tn order to prepare for thsi^e
first week of competition. Lets

hope that their hard work pays

mord^rToXwsupporfo
iH^^^

head trainer Dale Isaak. "It can

trainer's job to get that athlete

But not everyone knows about
the people behind the scenes.
These people work just as hard
and just as long as the athletes.
Who are these people? The ath

also be frustrating
The trainers spend long hours
working with the injured athletes,
helping them through various
strengthening routines, and using

back to the level he or she was at

letic trainers.

ice, heat, electric current, ultra

Led by Dale Isaak and Byron

the job of the trainers to get these
athletes back into top form. Of
course, this isn't as easy a it

tices and games b^ause they are

sounds.

coaches can focus on the team

"In can be an extremely re
warding experience to work with

rather than on the one hurtplayer.
Rehabilitation is also an impor
tant part of being a trainer. Once

an injuT^ athlete and help that
person to get healthy again," says

sound and many other tools of the
trade to heal a variety of athletic
injuries.
Most athletes seem to think

in Miller Gymnasium. Spend a
Saturday morning out at
Champoeg cheering for the Bruin
crosscountry runners. And If you

admiration can do wonders to

class load doesn't kill you. And
sweat and exhausting workouts
pay off.
Sarah Swanson

Crescent Sports Editor

that taking care of major injuries
after they happen is the primary
duty of the trainers. Isaak dis
agrees. "The key is to get to a
minor injury before it gets worse."
Prevention is critical to the job of
t h e t r a i n e r. T h i s c a n m e a n t a l k

ing to athletes to see if they are ex

periencing any warning signs of
serious injuries. It can mean tap
ing up minor sprains to give more
support to the injured area. Itcan
even mean checking out playing
fields prior to tlie start of a game
to see if there are any rough spots
which might cause problems.

can expect from everyone.

Whatever the method, trainers

women's soccer out on Morse

to keep athletes from getting in
jured.
Immediate care of injuries is

athletes and alt their rigorous So take In some men's and

teketnaU games. No. onyl

succeed.

good luck athletes. May all your

If you're worried about bore
dom have no fear. All of the
George Fox fall sports teams
looks strong. Solid, competi
tive play seems to be what we

field. Watch a volleyball match

another responsibility of athletic
trainers. Theyaremostbenefidal
coaches when they attend prac

o n t h e l o w e r l e v e l o f W h e e l e r. I t ' s

them to look up In the stands
and see many people there to
cheer them on. Screams of en
boost team morale.

students runs a small comer room

Everyone knows how hard
athletes train for their sports.
We've heard of the long hours
spent in the weight room, we've
seen the rigorous practices spent
in the weight room, and we've
watched teams give it all they
have to win games. And we are
all proud when Geoige Fox teams

miss a match, check for the re
sults in these pages.
Good luck, students, I hope your

couple of weeks now. many of couragement and applause of
whom have been

Shenk, this group of about twenty

spend much of their time trying

on hand to take care of injured
players, which means that the

an athlete hashed injured, it's the
before the injury took place.
The trainers have a lot of re

sponsibility when it comes to the
health of athletes. In order to

make sure that they are up to the
task, a challenging list of classes
is required. In addition, the train
ers need to spend time in
practicum courses to coincide
with the theory. They must spend
at least 300 hours observing and
learning the correct way to oper
ate equipment before they are al
lowed to travel with teams. And

they must have 1500 hours or
more in internship time in order
to earn their cert^cation. Since
they usually can only receive
work study pay for about two to

three hundr^ hours of this, that
amounts to about 1200 hours of
"volunteer" work.

Not that they mind. Isaak
tliinks this is "the greatest job in
the world," and many of the train
ers would agree. Isaak also val
ues the opportunity to work with
athletes in a Christian environ

ment "Not everybody gets to be
so lucky," he says.
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RRE at Walkabout

V P : E l v i s a n i n fl u e n c e

RACHEL DUNCAN

during formulative years
• Continued from Page 1

Copy Editor, The Crescent

On Monday, August 19th,
about 50 people set out on what

nephews and a niece to the
family tree. She laughs, "with
that many boys running

to have Student Life examine
such as 'What's central to us,

would become a great adventure.
WalkAbout. This experience

around it's not like I had a

what do we need to develop

tumed out to be a time of bond

further, how can we best serve

has been active at Trinity Uni

choice to like sports."
At this point in life, Hulme
is "single and loving it. . .es

versity and the University of

pecially since I have 1500 kids

ing, growing, and stretching as
R.A.S campus-wide hiked, rockclimbed, repelled, summitted and
roughed-it in the Three Sister's
Wilderness Area. A large part of

Lord led me in this career path.
He's blessed the different po

search assistant for US West, a

state newsletter editor for the
National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators, and

Houston. "I believe that the

and develop common values

students and the institution."
Another concem which she

noted was in regards to exit in

insteadofjust2or3." George
Fox was one of three career

terviews conducted with stu
dents who withdrew from

options she was considering.

GFU. "There was a high rate of
dissatisfac
tion
and

sitions I've been
in

and

has

the bonding came from various
team emeigencies and an evacu
ation due to nearby forest fires.

Every year, unexpected diffi

for many of

culties arise. On Wednesday,
Christi Cannon (Perm 2) had to

travel down dif

the

stu

hike out due to pulled achilles

ferent

dents

who

tendons. Also on Wednesday, the

enues." In addi

left. I want

New Residence Hail Staff l^d a

tion, she has

to

also been active

myself to

hypofriermic individual, a stom
ach-sick leader and accidentally

as

be

frustration

opened up cir
cumstances

to

av

avail
avail

bedded down on an ant hill at

tion team leader

able to lis

night. As a second year R.A. for

for Habitat for

ten

h u m a n i t y, a

dents

a

construc

to

stu

Weesner Village apartments, I had

and

the opportunity of hearing many

at

of the first-hand accounts of frie
fire. I've also seen and heard

work

Sunday school
teacher for a

rectifying

past church, a

what I can

volunteer for
the Houston Food Bank and a
volunteer for the American
Heart Association.

As the vice president of stu
dent life, Hulme supervises

Campus Ministries, Student
Government activities. Hous

ing, Career Services, Interna
tional Student Services,
Graduate Student Services,
Athletics and Multicultural
Services.

A football and volleyball
addict, Hulme also enjoys the
outdoors, the arts, reading de
votional and fiction works and

conversing with people. She
came from a big family of four
brothers who have added 14

the other two being Azusa Pa
cific and Wheaton College and
"I knew right after my inter
view at George Fox that this
was where the Lord would

lead me next." "I am looking
forward to my future contact
with the student body and
have enjoyed my contact thus
far with students and with the

Student Life staff. George Fox
is an enjoyable, relaxed envi
ronment for getting to know

before they
feel compelled to leave Fox."
Hulme

sits

back

in

her

chair, her fingers playing with
a paper clip as she talks. "This
position is here for the students

and I hope that the fact that I'm
an unfamiliar face won't keep
people from knocking on my
door to say lu' and ftnm com
ing to me with their concerns.
"I'd encourage students to
push us. If there are things we
can do, let us know."

countless stories of personal chal
lenges and team victory.

^ '95, the Student life groups

were caught off guard by an un

expected snow and left after only

3 days.Interestingly enough, this

blaze in Park Meadows during

Solo time when the dangerous

fires started due to lightning and

^ Soo
l si a reflectvie tm
i e ofn
i di

vidual growth when students are

designated to wooded areas and
spend the night and followmg
day with no contact. They have
basic shelter materials, water, a

journal and a Bible. Focusing on

God and goals for ^e year ahead,
solo is a new experience for m^y

This year it was especialy a time
of trust for individuals in the fol
lowing accounts.

The evening of the initial
flames. Amber Bliss (Edwards 2)
says, "I could hear thunder and

see lightning. I couldn't sle^ so I

looked across the creek where 1

thought the Pennington staff was

and saw a red glow. I fiiought at
first that it was a nearby flashlight
In the morning I realized... that it
was a fire, because I coud see the
smoke." Stacy Wade of Penn 1

smelled smoke in the night ^d

began seeing choppers carrying

water dropping loads off along

with the bomb^ supplying red
flame retardant. She says," When

Mark [Pothoff, R.D. Pennington]
came up the hill, I said, 'Hey
Mark, how Ixiut that fire?' All he

year WalkAbout was also cut
short by the uncontrollable forces
ofnature. All four groups left one

day early due to forest fires and
park evacuatioa While all of the
R.A.S were near enough to see
and smdl smoke and aSies rain

ing down out of the sky, several
in particular were closer to the

the institutional culture."

Hulme's plans for the year
include working on the cur

said was, 'What fire?' I didn't start

to get worried until he had left,

and then I saw a huge black

smoke plume and really started
getting scared."
"I wasn't nervous, I was just a

little ancy," says Kermy GiUett
(WoolmanApartments.) "Iwoke
up, I'm guessing around 9:30, and
friou^tit was fog...I took a couple
of pictures...Then I saw a black
funnel of cloud and it got dark
over a period of about a half an

rent transition which Student

h o u r.

Life has undergone over the
past few year. "This year I'd like

A play-by-play witness to the
blaze with a bird's-eye view from
her solo spot was womens' R.A.
Beth Ehli (Carey 11.) "There was
nothing I could do -1 had abso
lutely no control. I was left to trust
fully in our Saviour. I read Prov

When you need to see a doctor
Consider:

erbs 3:5 over and over. ...By the

time we reached our closed trail

head, the sun was a deep red eind
tlie sky was engulfed with smoke.
The Lord heard our cries; He was
&

MEDICAL

C

E

N

T

E

faithful and brought us to safety."

R

The Lord was faithful on

• Professional Medical Services

walkabout, not only during the

fires, but during team devotions
and bonding. We saw his awe
some power and experienced the
unity only he can give.

• Open 7 days a week
• Walk-ins always welcome

• Sports Physicals

537-9600
Ju.st one block south of 99W, Behind Burger King.

The Photo Co. is Mooing!
We're Relocating October 1st.
Our new store will be near

McDonald's off Hwy 99.
538-2721
PHOTO PROCESSING PHOTOGRAPHY

1 Hour Photo Passport Photos

R a c h e l ' s t e a m o n Wa l k a b o u t

Jerusalem
University
College
• Master of Arts

graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short>term academic

study programs
• credits transferable
• Biblical History
• New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastern Studies

• Self Seruice Copies
•

n

Manuals

• Computer Rental

o

• Full Color Copies

O

s :

a :

• Tr a n s p a r e n c i e s

^ 1

• Forms

... Rnd much more

^1
ITi

• Historical Geography

• Hebrew Bible Tran^tion
Hebrew Language

"1 1
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-8:00 • Saf 8-5

In Fred Meyer Shopping Center
Jerusalem Campus

formerly: Inslitute of Holy Land Studios

1-800-891-9408

£? 11

3300 Portland Rd.

537-0824 • FAX 537-0973

C

o

^1
1

•5 1
«
w

1

1

^ 1

1

PFR announces impending breakup
ANDREW S. MILLER

H e r.

Editor-in-Chief, The Crescent

"There's a lot of different mu

Joel Hanson, Patrick Andrew
Mark Nash, know better as

the Grammy nominated. Dove
Award winning trio who has

won the hearts and ears of
Bruin Basketball
Host/ Hostesses

Play a part in George
Fox's Basketball program
as a Bruin liost or hostess.
Hosts and hostesses are

George Fox's official
greeters and hand out
programs at men's and

women's home games.
Volunteer po$itio}is are
open for men or women.

Application forms (just a
simple half sheet) are
available in the

President's University

Relations Office (across
from Pennington Hall on

the Newberg Campus).

iknow
^any, isthem
comias
ngof
to October
an end as
we
1996.
Hanson explains, "The truth

of the matter is that we tried real

hard to be open to what God
would have us to do through
out the time we have been to
gether. We knew that God had

put this together and when the
time came for it to be done. He'd
show us that.

"Mark, Pat and I had all been

having the notion that some

bums, but this one

well tour with Spar
row recording artist
Dogs Of Peace (fea
turing Sloas and
Gordon Kennedy),
culminating in a fi

shows a real diver

nal

sity we've been able
to come up with.

hometown of Min

ences, there are dif
ferent feels on this
album. There have
been on all of our al

show

in

their

wrote as well, so it

neapolis.
PFR will be per
forming on Satur
day September 14,
1996 at New Hope
C o m m u n i t y

feels different."

C h u r c h , 11 7 3 1

Mark [Nash] wrote
on this one, Pat [An
drew] wrote half of
this record and I

Andrew explains

Stevens Rd in Port

which is $16.00 in

sons, but as a collective idea, the

t h i s ' 6 0 s fl a v o r t o

advance (and in
cludes

close. And that's not a band

whatever I write,
because I ODed on

thing actually," he continues.

'60s music British

"Them" CD given
the night of show)
and $19 on the day
of the show begins
at 7:30 p.m. For

time for PFR was coming to a
"It's allowing us to put our
use us, and put us in a posi

tion of faith as opposed to
just

a

position

of

comfortableness,because
UPS Recruiter

we'd know what to expect.
But we truly feel called to bring

Need a part-time job?

some closure to this."

ext. 2330for more

will be spent on a 12-city fare

land. The concert,

Sports Information Office

Contact Career Services,

complished that. I'm proud o

o f d i f f e r e n t i n fl u

could avoid having

contact Rob Felton in the

Monday, Sept. 9, from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the SUB
on the Newberg campus.

tween them, but you hear a lot

going for 'one different and one

better,' and I think we really ac

that "I don't think I

For more information

Visit the United Parcel
Service recruiter on

"I don't want to draw lines be

as PFR with a sense of excite

ment and purpose. After fulfill
ing their slate of summer festi
val appearances, September

than the last record. We were

thing should change, maybe for
lots of different personal rea

selves into a position where
God can truly speak to us and

at ext. 2127 or by e-mail.

sic on this album," Hanson says.

just trying to do 'one better'

The songs on "Them," their
fourth and final album, vary
widely, from the modern rock
edges of "Pour Me Out" and
"Daddy Never Cried," to the
more pop realms "Say," "Ordi
nary Day" and "Tried To Tell

pop." "I really tried
to avoid it on this al

bum, in the songs
that I wrote, but I
couldn't, it will al

Patrick Andrew, Mark Nash and Joel Hanson of
PFR recently announced their intent to separate

as of October 1996
ways be there, re
gardless of what I
write, no matter how heavy or w h a t w e d i d o n t h i s r e c o r d . I
hard a son I write, it will always l i k e t h e f a c t t h a t t h e r e ' s s o m e
remain."
real edgy, driven stuff, which is
H a n s o n a d d s , " I t h i n k fun to play live. We have the
"Them" is the most interesting most fun playing live, because
recording we've ever done. I we just let out the stops and
found myself very interested don't worry quite so much
in all the different nooks and
about dynamics."
crannies that exist in this

Hanson, Andrew and Nash

record. It wasn't like we were

approach the end of their time

ticket

a

info

free

call

(360)260-9139 or
(800)992-TIXX.

In the past five
years, PFR has accumulated a
Grammy nomination for Best
Rock/Contemporary Gospel Al
bum for tlieir debut effort, "Pray
for Rain," a Dove Award as Best
Rock Album of the Year for the

same album, and six number one

singles including the 1994 CHR
Song of the Year, "That Kind of
Love."

information.
Music Recitai Monday
Maria Choban, zvho is

music Prof. Ken Willson's
duo recital partner, will
present a piano recital,
7:30 p.m. Monday Sept. 9
in Bauman Auditorium.
She and Willson will also

play in the Honors

Convocation at 10 a.m.

When asked what they thought of upperclassmen,

Monday in Bauman
Auditorium. They will

Angela and her Senior cousin Kristen replied:
"that they aren't like Satan at all."

play one movement of
"Four Folk Tune

Fantasies" by Douglas
To w n s e n d .

Work-study Positions
Available

Five work-study positions
are open in the

Development Office this
year for our student
phonathon. V/e're

looking for students with
positive attitudes, good

phone skils, and the the

When a few senior basketball palyers were asked about the
new crop of freshman, they replied that "So far we're pleased."

ability to handle

Kaliea Curtis commands the 0-groups while Kayla
Swchindler and Rachel Kalms look on.

Is Someone keeping a
close watch on your

confidential information

discreetly. Previous
experience in
telemarketing or sales IS

spending habits?

helpful. Wages are

generous and work study
hours will betwomghtsa

Try Newberg

week, from 5:30 to 8:30
p.m. If you ore interested m

Resale

this fun and rewarding

opportunity, complete a

It*s perfect for the college

zvork study application and

budget.

iinformati
S ion,' contact
S SKatiS
e
at ext. 2119.

538-4745
Across the street from Videoland, behind Carquest.

Ryan from Ed. 214
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The Declining Vaiue of Higher Education Today
KELLY IRISH

Hollywood dramatization

Assistant Editor. The Crescent

recent years, the cost of edu

In a recent study done by
USi4 Today, 28% of high
school guidance counselors
say that they are beginning
to doubt the value of college
study. About 58% of these

cation has risen while the cer

counselors

tainty of finding a job in a cho
sen field of study has declined.
The recent movie "Reality
Bites" brings this argument
harshly in to the spotlight.

leges and universities em
phasize SAT scores too
much. In fact, many people

The students in this movie

criminatory test. A low

graduated from the Univer
sity of Washington, one of the
most respected schools on
the west coast. In a desper
ate attempt to survive while
hoping for a career track of
fer, these students took jobs

s c o r e o n t h e S AT d o e s n o t

not enough career training of
fered at many universities and
colleges. According to the study,

of the facts.

It used to be that ainaost

anyone who graduated from
college would find a decent,

well paying job. However, in

as convenience store clerks

and used daddy's credit
cards to buy groceries. Un
fortunately this is not just a

said

that

72% agree with that statement.
One of the best ways to get ca
reer training is through intern

ships. Many companies offer

summer or semester internships
to college juniors and seniors.

col

ternships don't pay. Experts
agree. "More than 50% of new
hires have job-related experi
ence," says Patrick Scheetz, direc
tor of Michigan State's Collegiate
Employment Research Institute.
The best fields of study for find
ing internships that will hope
fully lead to a job are in the health
profession (especially geriatrics),
business management, and engi
neering. The worst are literature,
philosophy, and religion.
Although these internships
are great, it still doesn't hide the
fact that 1989 was the last year

S AT a s a n o u t d a t e d a n d d i s

necessarily mean that a stu
dent is not intelligent. The
argument is that this test
doesn't accurately represent
student's

dedication

Physical Sciences and Tecftnologiea

17900

I Compuler and Information Sciences

25900

i
9

Engineering 6 4 5 0 0

However over half of these in

have come to think of the

a

I Series 1

or

work ethic.

Another reason why so
many are beginning to
doubt the value of a college
education is because there is

Health Professionals 5 5 1 0 0

Business Management

100000

that college grads were in high

demand. This raises serious is
sues for college students, pro

fessors, and administrators.

Not only has tuition risen in the

last five years, but apparently
the quality and or usefulness of

Mathematics

320001

Nursing

335001

ourselves better. We have to

go out and look for internships

and seminars to help us in our

job hunt. Besides, predicting the
job market for the next four yeare

us really begin to find out who we

P h y s i c s 1306001
Civil Engineering

gives us a chance to prepare

would look at these statistics

information ahead of time

Chemistry 291001

i

the education they receive has
declined. Don't worry, there is

and worry or give up. The
bright side is that having the

290001

300000

is pretty risky. College isn't just
about job training and making
money. College is a life experi

a bright side. Many people
M A J O R S W I T H T H E H I G H E S T S TA RT I N G S A L A R I E S

200000

Major

ence. It is the time when most of

are. So sit back, listen to the lec

tures, write the papers, go to the

beach, and have some fun.
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Major

Or Something
Like that..
KABINDA, ZAIRE-In a
move

IBM

o f fi c e s

are

ing as a major step in the
company's ongoing world

wide telecommunications

revolution, M'wana Ndeti,
a

member

of

Zaire's

Bantu

tribe, used an IBM global
uplink network modem
yesterday to crush a nut.
Ndeti, who spent 20
minutes
ng
g
tt rr yy ii n
to open
the

cracked

o f fi c i a l s

were

not

surprised the longtime
computer giant was able
to provide Ndeti with
practical solutions to his
everyday problems. "Our
telecommunications sys
tems offer people all over
the world global network
ing solutions that fit their
s p e c i fi c n e e d s , " s a i d
Herbert Ross, IBM's direc

tor of marketing.
"Whether you're a nun

nut

by hand,
e a s i l y

IBM

it

open by smashing it repeat
edly with thepowerful

vory nut to a thick, peanut-

ful features, most impres

by myself," said the 47-yearbased soup minutes later.
"With IBM's help, I was able
to break it." Ndeti discovered

the nut-breaking, 28.8 V.34
modem yesterday, when
IBM was shooting a com
mercial in his southwestern

Zaire village. During a
break in shooting, which
shows African villagers ea
gerly teleconferencing via

sive was its hard plastic
casing, which easily sus

convenience

but effective weapon from
its mouse.

"This is a good com

puter," said Ndeti, carving
up a just-captured gazelle
w i t h t h e c o m p u t e r ' s fl a t ,

sharp internal processing de
vice. "I am using every part
of it. I will cook this gazelle
on the keyboard." Hours
later, Ndeti capped off his

IBM spokespeople

praised Ndeti's choice of
computers. "We are pleased
that the Bantu people are
turning to IBM for their busi

ness needs," said company
CEO William Allaire. "From

wore

black

Missouri Highway Depart
ment, the wedding party

rock, and I hit it with the
modem," Ndeti said. "The
modem did not break. It is
modem."

good
Ndeti

was

so

im

pressed with the modem
that he purchased a new,

KANSAS

C I T Y,

MIS

After the war ended,

Onoda and two other sol
diers who remained with

e r s . T h a t s e t o ff a s e r i e s o f

hicles in the middle of the

simply stopped their ve

an enemy ploy, refused to

four laneroad.

emerge.

TOKYO, JAPAN—A Japa

Finally, on March 10,
1974, Onoda, dressed in his

nese soldier is planning to Imperial Army uniform,
revisit his junglehideout of
29 years for the first time.

Former army Lt. Hiroo

stepped out of the jungle to

receive the order to stop

remained on a tiny Philip

fi g h t i n g f r o m h i s
formersuperior, who had
traveled to the Philippines.
The next day, Onoda

pine island after World War

turned over his sword to

Onoda had refused to ac

cept Japan's surrender and
II ended.

He decided to make the

trip after repeated invitations

spokesman Ichiro Suetsugu
Suetsugu, a World War II vet

eran, went to the Philippines
to try to persuade Onoda to
leave.

SOURI—They didn't have the
state Highway Department's
blessing. It didn't matter.
Candy Key married Clyde
Rotramel in the same spot
where he had proposed — the

forces

search missions by Japan,
but Onoda, fearing it was

said. In the early 1970s,

edge technol
ogy ' is truly creating
a global village."

American

landed on Lubang. He re
mained in hiding in the
jungle until 1974.

him, occasionally skir
mished with villagers and
Davidson. A monster truck, Philippine troops.
One companion was
complete with an "I Eat
Lowriders" bumper sticker, killed by Philippines sol
diers searching the island in
held the guests.
Since the ceremony did 1945, and the other died in
not have the approval of the a 1972 gunfight with farm

Our cutting-

pounding
against a large
stone. "I put the nut on a

when

next to their Harley-

of

minutes

pan surrendered in 1945

leather. The minister stood

v i g o r o u s

several

a

lieved would serve well as

theDouble D Express Mart

by the local governor,

tained

schoolchildren, Ndeti
the modem, which he be

its wires, a boat anchor out
of the monitor and a crude

Missouri

Highway 50, in front of

The bet r 0 t h e d

already made good use of
the computer system, fash
ioning a gazelle trap out of

of

Kansas City to Kinshasa,
IBM is bringing the world
c l o s e r t o g e t h e r.

computer with Japanese
snuck onto the set and took

lane

store.

delicious gazelle dinner by

Desert, IBM has the ideas

turn

bit ethernet networking con

smoking the computer's 200page owner's manual.

Australia's Great Sandy

left

CD-ROM drive and three 16-

bey or an Aborigine in

old Ndeti, who added the sa

"I could not crush the nut

work

cloistered in an Italian ab

to get you where you want
to go today."
According to Ndeti, of
the modem's many power

modem.

IBM

station, complete with a
PowerPC 601 microproces
sor, a quad-speed internal
nectors. The tribesman has

a "smashing" utensil.

hail

State-of-the-art

Philippines President
Ferdinand Marcos.

Onoda has expressed con
cern about local sentiment

Trained as an intelligence a g a i n s t h i m , s a i d D a v i d
December 1944 to Lubang, a Colarina, a Mindoro provin

officer, Onoda was sent in
tiny island 90 miles
southwestof Manila. His or

ders: Spy on the U.S. military.
He refused to believe Ja

cial official. But the former

holdout accepted the invita

tion when he was told most

Lubang residents want him
to return.

